TASMANIAN OAK
Eucalyptus Regnans/Obliqua/Delegatensis

Light Coloured Timber Suitable For Interior Use With Excellent
Staining Properties

Excellent Staining
Properties

Dense And Resilient

Versatile Timber For
Interior Use

Tasmanian Oak is a mixture of three Eucalypt species grown primarily in
Victoria and Tasmania.
It is straight with a uniform texture and has fine, small-pore open grain
for excellent staining properties and is predominantly quartersawn for
exceptional stability.
Colour varies from creamy blonde to pale straw and light pinkish
brown. The grain is usually straight, open, and even. It is occasionally
coarse grained or fiddlebacked. Growth rings are visible and usually
conspicuous.

Technical Information
Grades

Select and standard

Durability

AG Class 4-5* durability - Internal use only in NZ

Supplier Responsibility Status

PEFC | Australian Forest Scheme
Lengths: 0.9 - 5.4 lineal meters

Available Sizes

Thickness: Available in 25mm & 38mm

*Durability classifications provide a useful comparative guide, however factors relating to specific installations and natural timber variation may
result in heartwood pieces falling outside the species’ durability classification.

Mechanical Properties

Green

Dry

Modulus of Rupture (MPa)

63
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Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)

13

16

3.4

4.9

1 0 3 0 k g /m 3

* 6 8 0 k g /m 3

Hardness | Janka (kN)

*Density(kg/m )
3

*Air dry density (kg/m3) is average indication only and
actual value may vary.

Note: For comparable species speak to the JSC team about alternatives.

Tasmanian Oak Applications
Tasmanian Oak is relatively easy to work and also suitable for bending. It is
versatile timber perfect for both construction and interior applications, used
extensively for flooring, panelling, interior joinery, architraves and skirting
boards. Being a light timber, it is recognised for its excellent staining qualities,
which allow ready matching with other timbers, finishes or furnishings.
•

Flooring

•

Panelling

•

Interior Joinery
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Disclaimer: JSC has endeavored to ensure this information is accurate but recommends for critical applications that independent advice
is obtained. These properties are a guide only, as timber is a natural product there will be variations within any species. Please speak to our
professionals at JSC for information and advice as well as for any information around profiles, fixing details and supporting documentation.

